Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Temporal variability in both-bottom up (e.g. masting trees or nutrient runoff following rare heavy rainfall, reviewed in^[@CR1],[@CR2]^) and-top down (e.g. mobile predators that move among patches^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ or consumer aggregations^[@CR5]^) processes is likely the norm for most ecological systems, yet the consequences of top-down pulses on ecological dynamics are rarely explored (but see^[@CR6]--[@CR8]^). Explicitly incorporating temporal variation of top-down forces into theoretical models of population dynamics will add realism and improve our basic understanding of population dynamics and improve our ability to accurately predict ecological dynamics and equilibrium abundances in natural systems^[@CR9]^. For instance, theoretical work on pulsed vaccination strategies demonstrates how pulsed, rather than continuous removals of susceptible individuals from a population can decrease disease persistence in SIR^[@CR10]^ and age-structured transmission^[@CR11]^ models. Studies of fisheries stock assessment models have shown that pulsed harvesting strategies produce smaller yields than continuous harvesting^[@CR12]^. However, the effects of different frequencies of episodic predation or harvesting on the population dynamics and equilibrium abundances of populations have not been well explored.

Here, we incorporate temporal variation in consumer pressure by comparing pulsed and continuous removals on equilibrium population size and illustrate the potential implications of pulsed removals with an example application for managing an invasive species.

Model and Analysis {#Sec2}
==================

To explore the effects of pulsed removals on prey population dynamics, we expand on the Schaefer harvest model^[@CR13]^, which is a basic ordinary differential equation (ode) population model (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) that assumes logistic population growth, where the rate of change in population *N* (*dN/dt*) is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{dN}{dt}=rN(1-\frac{N}{K}),$$\end{document}$$with *r* as the intrinsic population growth rate and *K* the carrying capacity. We then remove, or harvest individuals from the population at rate *H*, both continuously (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), and discretely (Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). In the case of the discrete removals, *δ* is a Dirac-delta function with magnitude *H* that occurs at intervals of γ.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{dN}{dt}=rN(1-\frac{N}{K})-\sum _{i=0}^{\infty }H{\delta }_{\gamma i}(t)$$\end{document}$$We compared these three population models using simulations where the same number of individuals were removed from a population and subsequent effects on the mean equilibrium population size was recorded. Thus, more frequent pulses were smaller (and more similar to continuous removal) than larger, less frequent pulses. The interval between each pulse was spaced either regularly (cyclic pulses) or stochastically (see Methods for general description and Supplementary Methods for R code).

When pulses are frequent (and the number removed at each time step is small), there is little difference between the equilibrium population size of continuous and pulsed removals (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, as pulses become larger and less frequent, the population experiences a larger difference in average population growth rate due to the nonlinearity in the prey growth equation, resulting in lower equilibrium population sizes (see Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Less frequent pulses produce the greatest differences between continuous and pulsed removals when population growth rates are low (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or removal rates are large (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, this relationship is governed by the timing of pulses. For example, at *H* = 4.29 and *r* = 0.43, continuous removals reduce the population size by an average of 11%, cyclic removals every 2.3 time steps reduce the population size by an average of 38%, and stochastic removals by an average of 60%. The disparity between cyclic and stochastic removals occurs because, on average, the cyclic removals allow for populations to recover before the next removal event (Supplementary Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In addition to differences in mean population size, there are also differences in the distribution of equilibrium population sizes among the pulsed treatments. The equilibrium size of a population undergoing pulsed removals is often bimodal, with stochastic removal pulses exhibiting a larger range of population sizes and a larger amount of lower population sizes than cyclic removal pulses (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Overall stochastically timed removals were also more variable than cyclic removals.Figure 1Effect of removals on equilibrium population size. Solid lines indicate mean population size, and shaded areas the spread of simulation values for pulsed removals. When pulses are frequent, there is little difference between cyclic removals (green lines), stochastic removals (purple lines), and continuous removals (pink lines) (Panel a). However, at small population growth rates (Panel b) and large removal rates (Panel c), pulsed removals lower equilibrium population size, greater than both cyclic and continuous removals. Unless varied, *H* = 4.3, *r* = 0.43, and *γ* = 12.9.

In light of the bimodality of population sizes in pulsed removals, and in particular the high number of equilibrium population sizes at 0 (i.e. extinction or eradication), we further explored the implication of our models by simulating an invasive species management scenario. Semi-discrete models have been used to incorporate temporal variability in removal of invasive species and they can offer a better fit than continuous models^[@CR14]^. Moreover, many removal strategies consist of pulses due to concentrated intense removal efforts^[@CR15]^ and repeated volunteer days^[@CR16]^. However, because pulsed removal strategies can reduce population equilibrium abundances (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the pulses themselves may be leveraged into an effective management strategy. Using the model described in Equations [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}--[3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} we test the effect of pulsed removals on the likelihood of eradicating populations and on the time until eradication (when eradication occurs). While we did not explicitly model continuous removals, cyclic removals over short time intervals are very similar to continuous dynamics (compare pink and green lines at low intervals between pulses in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) as expected, and therefore in eradication simulations, cyclic pulses that are temporally close together (pink dashed lines) approximate continuous removal dynamics.

Both the likelihood of eradication (percent of simulations where the species was eradicated, Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and the time to eradication (Fig. [2b,c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) depended on the timing of pulses. Pulses that were infrequent (large interval between pulses) were more likely to result in eradication, particularly for stochastic pulses (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Cyclic removals were sharply demarcated between removal rates that either never or always led to eradication. In contrast, stochastic pulses gradually increased the likelihood of eradication as removal rate increased. Moreover, the switch between successful and unsuccessful eradication occurred more quickly for larger, less frequent pulses, and cyclically timed pulses led to eradication more quickly than stochastic pulses (Fig. [2b,c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These patterns emerge because stochastic pulses that occur in rapid succession have a larger effect (even accounting for occasional longer recovery times) than episodic pulses that typically allow more recovery (see Supplementary Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 2Effect of pulsed removals on invasive species management. The percent of simulations where eradication occurred (panel a) increased as removal rate increased for both stochastic (purple lines) and cyclic (green lines) timing of pulses. The time to eradication varied according to the timing of pulses and interval between pulses (panels b and c). Solid lines indicate mean population size, and shaded areas the spread of simulation values for pulsed removals. Eradications were more likely and occurred more quickly with larger, less frequent pulses (solid lines) than more frequent, smaller pulses (dashed lines), which approximate a continuous dynamic. In these simulations, *r* = 0.43.

Discussion {#Sec3}
==========

While the effects and interactions of top-down and bottom-up factors have been frequently explored in the ecological literature, the effects of temporal variability have only been well explored from the bottom-up^[@CR2],[@CR17]^. Just as resource pulses affect community dynamics and trophic interactions via changes to growth and reproduction rates^[@CR18]^, prey switches^[@CR19]^, and coexistence among competitors^[@CR20]^, it is likely that variation in prey abundance that results from pulses of predation (via removals of prey) could also have important effects on food web interactions^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. Here, we demonstrated how pulsed removals of individuals from a population undergoing logistic growth results in lower equilibrium population sizes than continuous removals (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although the models explored in this study do not investigate effects on food web dynamics, our findings demonstrate how incorporating variation in the magnitude of top down processes can have important implications for prey populations, which likely cascade through food webs to affect community dynamics^[@CR7],[@CR23]^. Future work should explore these effects, as well as how the effects of top-down pulses compare to pulses from the bottom-up.

One key assumption of our model was that removals of individuals from a population are constant and independent of population size. While this makes comparisons between models simple as a fixed number of prey are removed, and only timing differs, this is unrealistic for predators and other consumers that remove individuals at rates that scale with population size^[@CR24],[@CR25]^. If the removals of individuals decrease in magnitude as population size decreases, the effect of removal pulses (or pulses in the rate of removal) will also decrease. This will reduce the negative effect of pulses on population sizes relative to continuous removals and lowers the likelihood of eradication. A second key assumption of our model is the assumption of logistic population growth. This nonlinearity in population growth causes removal pulses to lower equilibrium population sizes (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) due to reduced rates of population growth when recovering from pulsed removal events. However, when population growth is approximately linear, the changes in population growth rate over the pulse interval will be small, and the effect of relatively large and rare pulses will mimic the effects of small frequent pulses because both result in relatively small changes in population growth rate during recovery periods. While logistic growth is a reasonable assumption for most self-regulating populations, additional forms of both population growth and the relationship between removals and population size are interesting avenues for additional research.

Removal pulses also likely have important applications to management and conservation. For example, other studies of invasive species management have considered timing of management interventions with regards to life history stages^[@CR26]^, compensatory growth^[@CR27]^, or "press" vs., "pulse" removals. These studies show that while "press" (i.e. continuous) removals are typically more effective, they also require more effort^[@CR28]^. However, we show that the effectiveness of continuous (i.e. press) and pulse removals, given fixed effort, varies depending upon magnitude of the removal strategy and the focal populations growth rate. For fixed effort, simulations with removals that are pulsed outperform continuous removals for both the likelihood of eradication and the time to eradication. Our study highlights that a better appreciation of the effects of temporal pulses of top-down effects in a theoretical framework can improve not only our understanding of basic population dynamics^[@CR23]^, but may also have important implications for bio-control^[@CR29]^, and invasive species and resource management.

Methods {#Sec4}
=======

To test the effect of pulses on population size, we simulated Equations [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}--[3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} in R. For Equations [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} (ODEs with no harvest and continuous harvest), we used the deSolve package, and for Equation [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}, we simulated the solution of the ODE without removals (logistic population growth) between removal events. The intervals between removal events (*γ*) were timed either regularly (a removal event occurred at a given frequency), or stochastically, where the exact time between removal events was an exponential random variable with the mean time equal to that of the regularly timed removals. We simulated 100 timesteps, and while the time to equilibrium varied based on parameters, it generally occurred relatively quickly in the simulation (see Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

To compare the continuous and pulsed models, we calculated the number of individuals removed under the continuous model and divided it by the number of pulses to compare equivalent removal efforts. At the end of the simulation, we recorded the average of the final 40 timesteps to account for variation around the equilibrium population size. For pulsed simulations where eradication occurred, we also recorded the mean time until eradication. We performed 10,000 replicate simulations, and code and all simulation parameters are available in the Supplementary Methods.
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